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The geometric notion of a differential system describing surfaces of constant
nonzero Gaussian curvature is introduced. The nonlinear Schr .odinger equation
(NLS) with k ¼ 1 and 1 is shown to describe a family of spherical surfaces (s.s.) and
pseudospherical surfaces (p.s.s.), respectively. The Schr .odinger ﬂow of maps into S2
(the HF model) and its generalized version, the Landau–Lifschitz equation, are
shown to describe spherical surfaces. The Schr .odinger ﬂow of maps into H 2 (the
M-HF model) provides another example of a system describing pseudo-spherical
surfaces. New differential systems describing surfaces of nonzero constant Gaussian
curvature are obtained. Furthermore, we give a characterization of evolution systems
which describe surfaces of nonzero constant Gaussian curvature. In particular, we
determine all differential systems of type
ut ¼ vxx þH11ðu; vÞux þH12ðu; vÞvx þH13ðu; vÞ;
vt ¼ uxx þ H21ðu; vÞux þ H22ðu; vÞvx þ H23ðu; vÞ;
(
which describe Z-pseudospherical or Z-spherical surfaces. As an application, we
obtain four-parameter family of such systems for a complex-valued function
q ¼ uþ iv given by
iqt þ qxx  igðjqj2qÞx  iaqx  sjqj
2q bq ¼ 0;
where s50 if g ¼ 0: Particular cases of this family, obtained by the vanishing of the
parameters, are the linear equations, the NLS equation, the derivative nonlinear1Partially supported by CNPq and NNSFC (973).
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In 1979, Sasaki [20] observed that a class of nonlinear differential
equations, such as KdV, MKdV and SG which can be solved by the AKNS
2 2 inverse scattering method [1], was related to pseudospherical surfaces.
The geometric notion of a differential equation, for a real function, which
describes a pseudoshperical surface (p.s.s.) was actually introduced in the
literature by Chern and Tenenbalt in [5], where equations of type
ut ¼ F ðu; ux; . . . ; @ku=@xkÞ ð1Þ
were studied systematically. Later, in [11, 16], this concept was applied to
other type of differential equations. A generic solution of these equations
provides a metric deﬁned on an open subset in R2; for which the Gaussian
curvature is 1:
Such an equation is characterized as being the integrability condition of a
linear problem of the form
fx ¼
Z 0
0 Z
 !
þ A
 !
f; ft ¼ Bf;
where Z is a parameter, B is a 2 2 matrix of trace zero and A is a 2 2 off-
diagonal matrix depending on Z; u and its derivatives. Examples of this class
of equations are (real) equations of AKNS type. Other examples, which are
not AKNS, can be found in [11, 16, 17]. Geometric interpretation of special
properties such as inﬁnite number of conservation laws and B.acklund
transformations for solutions of a differential equation which describes p.s.s.
have been systematically exploited in [2, 3, 5, 19]. In 1995, Kamran and
Tenenblat [12], extending the results of Chern and Tenenblat [5], gave a
complete classiﬁcation of the evolution equations of type (1) which describe
p.s.s. by considering equations which are the integrability condition of a
linear problem of the form fx ¼ O1f; ft ¼ O2f; where O1 and O2 are 2 2
traceless matrix functions of Z; u and its derivatives. Moreover, they proved
that there exists, under a technical assumption, a smooth mapping
transforming any generic solution of one such equation into a solution of
the other. This geometric notion of scalar differential equations was also
generalized to differential equations of type ut ¼ F ðx; u; ux; . . . ; @ku=@xkÞ by
Reyes recently in [19].
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has been displayed in [2–5, 11, 12, 16–20], very little is known for complex
differential equations or, in other words, for differential systems for two real
functions, such as the nonlinear Schr .odinger equation (NLS),
iqt þ qxx þ 2kjqj2q ¼ 0;
where the subscripts denote partial derivatives and k is a real constant,
which models a wide range of physical phenomenons (see, for examples,
[7–9]). This equation can be written in the real form as follows ðq ¼ uþ ivÞ:
ut þ vxx þ 2kðu2 þ v2Þv ¼ 0;
vt þ uxx þ 2kðu2 þ v2Þu ¼ 0:
(
Without loss of generality, we denote, as usual, by NLSþ and NLS the
NLS with k ¼ 1 and 1; respectively. The AKNS system motivated the
notion of a differential equation which describes p.s.s. (see [5, 20]), and
the nonlinear Schr .odinger equation is a main example in the AKNS
hierarchies [1]. Therefore, it is very interesting to investigate whether the
NLS describes p.s.s. Moreover, the same problem can be considered for the
Heisenberg ferromagnet model (HF model) given by St ¼ S Sxx; where
S ¼ ðs1; s2; s3Þ is a point on the unit sphere in R3: This is an important
equation in condensed matter physics [7, 9, 15], which is a differential system
for two independent functions, say s1; s2: Another such system is
the Landau–Lifschitz equation [7, 13–15], which is a generalization of the
HF model. Motivated by these important evolution systems, in this paper,
we are interested in determining whether differential systems of the
following type
ut ¼ F ðu; @u=@x; . . . ; @ku=@xk ; v; @v=@x; . . . ; @rv=@xrÞ;
vt ¼ Gðu; @u=@x; . . . ; @ku=@xk ; v; @v=@x; . . . ; @rv=@xrÞ
(
ð2Þ
can also describe pseudospherical surfaces, where k and r are some positive
integers. If this is the case how does the geometric properties of the surfaces
provide analytic information for such a differential system?
We ﬁnd that the notion of Chern–Tenenblat’s geometric approach to
differential equations may extend to differential systems and it provides a
new tool for studying the integrability of partial differential systems.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we generalize the notion
of a differential equation describing p.s.s. to a differential system describing
surfaces of nonzero constant curvature. Then we show that the NLSþ
describes spherical surfaces of constant curvature 1 (s.s.) and the NLS
describes pseudospherical surfaces of constant curvature 1 (p.s.s.). This
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necessary for studying differential systems. Moreover, we give a general
characterization of the differential systems which describe spherical surfaces
or pseudospherical surfaces. Some other differential systems, such as the HF
model and the Landau–Lifschitz equation, are presented as examples of
differential systems describing surfaces of nonzero constant curvature. In
Section 3, motivated by Chern and Tenenblat [5], we introduce special
classes of differential systems which describe Z-p.s.s. and Z-s.s. Then we give
a complete classiﬁcation of such differential systems of the forms iqt þ qxx þ
H1ðq; %qÞqx þ H2ðq; %qÞ %qx þ H3ðq; %qÞ ¼ 0; where q ¼ uþ iv is a complex-valued
function. Moreover, we characterize the systems of type (2) with k ¼ r ¼ 1;
which describe Z-surfaces of constant curvature 1 and 1: Finally, in Section
4, we include the conclusion and some remarks.
2. DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS DESCRIBING SURFACES OF
CONSTANT CURVATURE
A differential equation for a complex-valued function qðx; tÞ; or
equivalently a differential system for two real-valued functions uðx; tÞ and
vðx; tÞ; is said to describe pseudospherical surfaces (p.s.s.) (resp. spherical
surfaces (s.s.)) if it is the necessary and sufﬁcient condition for the existence
of smooth (real) functions fij; 14i43; 14j42; depending only on u; v and
their derivatives, such that the 1-forms
oi ¼ fi1 dxþ fi2 dt; 14i43
satisfy the structure equations of a surface of constant Gaussian curvature
1 (resp. 1), that is,
do1 ¼ o3 ^ o2; do2 ¼ o1 ^ o3; do3 ¼ do1 ^ o2; ð3Þ
where d ¼ 1 (resp. d ¼ 1). One can easily see that (3) is equivalent to
saying that
df ¼ Of;
where f ¼
f1
f2
 
and the coefﬁcient matrix O ¼ 1
2
o2 o1  o3
o1 þ o3 o2
 

resp. O ¼ 1
2
io2 o1 þ io3
o1 þ io3 io2
 
is a completely integrable equation,
i.e. dO O^ O ¼ 0:
Suppose that a differential system for u and v is given by (2), where k and r
are some positive integers. It will be convenient to introduce the following
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zi ¼
@iu
@xi
; 04i4k; yj ¼
@jv
@xj
; 04j4r ð4Þ
and to view ðx; t; z0; . . . ; zk ; y0; . . . ; yrÞ as local coordinates in an open subset
U of a manifold M : System (2) can be rewritten as
z0t ¼ F ðz0; . . . ; zk ; y0; . . . ; yrÞ;
y0t ¼ Gðz0; . . . ; zk ; y0; . . . ; yrÞ:
(
Definition. An evolution system (2) is said to describe p.s.s. (resp. s.s.),
if there exist 1-forms o1; o2 and o3 on U ; given by
oi ¼ fi1ðz0; . . . ; zk ; y0; . . . ; yrÞ dxþ fi2ðz0; . . . ; zk ; y0; . . . ; yrÞ dt ð5Þ
such that the differential ideal I1 of ^ 2T *U generated by the 2-forms
P1 ¼ do1  o3 ^ o2; P2 ¼ do2  o1 ^ o3;
P3 ¼ do3  do1 ^ o2; ð6Þ
where d ¼ 1 (resp. d ¼ 1) and the differential ideal I2 of^2T nU generated
by the forms
dz0 ^ dxþ F dx^ dt; dzl ^ dt  zlþ1 dx^ dt; 04l4k  1;
dy0 ^ dxþ G dx^ dt; dyl ^ dt  ylþ1 dx^ dt; 04l4r  1
ð7Þ
coincide, i.e.
I1 ¼ I2:
Given an evolution system (2) describing p.s.s. (resp. s.s.), we consider
ðuðx; tÞ; vðx; tÞÞ a local solution deﬁned on V 
 R2; where f11f22  f12f21
does not vanish, then
ds2 ¼ o21 þ o
2
2
deﬁnes a Riemannian metric of constant Gaussian curvature equal to 1
(resp. 1) on V ; whose connection 1-form is given by o3: In this paper,
we shall restrict ourselves to solutions satisfying this requirement, i.e.
o1 ^ o2=0:
Example 1. The NLSþ equation,
iqt þ qxx þ 2jqj
2q ¼ 0
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ut þ vxx þ 2ðu2 þ v2Þv ¼ 0;
vt þ uxx þ 2ðu2 þ v2Þu ¼ 0;
(
ð8Þ
is a differential system describing s.s., where the 1-forms oi; 14i43; are
given by (5) with
f11 ¼ 2v; f21 ¼ 2Z; f31 ¼ 2u; f12 ¼ 4Zvþ 2ux;
f22 ¼ 4Z2 þ 2ðu2 þ v2Þ; f32 ¼ 4Zuþ 2vx
and Z is a spectral parameter. In fact, one can easily verify that these forms
satisfy (3) with d ¼ 1:
Example 2. The NLS equation,
iqt þ qxx  2jqj
2q ¼ 0
or equivalently in real form ðqðx; tÞ ¼ uðx; tÞ þ ivðx; tÞÞ;
ut þ vxx  2ðu2 þ v2Þv ¼ 0;
vt þ uxx  2ðu2 þ v2Þu ¼ 0;
(
ð9Þ
is a differential system describing p.s.s., where oi; 14i43 are given by (5)
with
f11 ¼ 2u; f21 ¼ 2v; f31 ¼ 2Z; f12 ¼ 4Zu 2vx;
f22 ¼ 4Zv 2ux; f32 ¼ 4Z2  2ðu2 þ v2Þ
and Z is a spectral parameter. In fact, one can show that (9) is equivalent to
(3) with d ¼ 1:
Example 3. The HF model}the Schr .odinger ﬂow of maps into S2+R3
[6] (or the Landau–Lifschitz equation for an isotropic chain [10]),
St ¼ S Sxx; ð10Þ
where S ¼ ðs1ðx; tÞ; s2ðx; tÞ; s3ðx; tÞÞ 2 R3 with s21 þ s
2
2 þ s
2
3 ¼ 1; and  denotes
the cross product, is a differential system for two independent functions
describing s.s., where oi; 14i43 are given by (5) with
f11 ¼ 2Zs1; f21 ¼ 2Zs3; f31 ¼ 2Zs2;
f12 ¼ 4Z2s1 þ 2Zs2s3x  2Zs3s2x ; f22 ¼ 4Z
2s3 þ 2Zs2s1x  2Zs1s2x ;
f32 ¼ 4Z2s2  2Zs1s3x þ 2Zs3s1x
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that (10) is equivalent to (3) with d ¼ 1:
Example 4. The M-HF model}the Schr .odinger ﬂow of maps into
H 2+R2þ1 (see [6]),
St ¼ S ’Sxx; ð11Þ
where S ¼ ðs1ðx; tÞ; s2ðx; tÞ; s3ðx; tÞÞ 2 R2þ1 satisﬁes s21 þ s
2
2  s
2
3 ¼ 1 with
s3 > 0; and ’ denotes the pseudocross product, i.e. for arbitrary two vectors
a; b 2 R2þ1;
a ’b ¼ ða2b3  a3b2; a3b1  a1b3;ða1b2  a2b1ÞÞ;
is a differential system for two independent functions describing p.s.s. In
fact, we consider oi; 14i43; given by (5) with
f11 ¼ 2Zs2; f21 ¼ 2Zs1; f31 ¼ 2Zs3;
f12 ¼ 4Z2s2  2Zs1s3x þ 2Zs3s1x ; f22 ¼ 4Z
2s1 þ 2Zs2s3x  2Zs3s2x ;
f32 ¼ 4Z2s3  2Zs2s1x þ 2Zs1s2x
and Z is a spectral parameter. Then (11) is equivalent to (3) with d ¼ 1:
Example 5.
ut ¼ ð2upÞx þ 4vp; vt ¼ ð2vpÞx  2up; ð12Þ
where p ¼ pðu; vÞ=0 is an arbitrary function. This is a new family of
differential systems describing s.s. with 1-forms oi; 14i43; given by (5),
where
f11 ¼ u; f21 ¼ 1þ v; f31 ¼ 1þ v;
f12 ¼ 2up; f22 ¼ 2vp; f32 ¼ 2vp:
Example 6.
ut ¼ 2h; vt ¼ hx  uh; ð13Þ
where h ¼ hðu; vÞ=0 is an arbitrary function. This new family of differential
systems describes p.s.s. by considering oi ¼ fi1 dxþ fi2 dt with
f11 ¼ u; f21 ¼ 1þ v; f31 ¼ 1þ v;
f12 ¼ 0; f22 ¼ h; f32 ¼ h:
The examples above show that it is important to study the general theory
of evolution systems (2) which describe pseudospherical surfaces or
DING AND TENENBLAT192spherical surfaces. For this purpose, we begin with the following useful
lemma.
Lemma 1. The necessary and sufficient conditions for an evolution system,
z0t ¼ F ðz0; . . . ; zk ; y0; . . . ; yrÞ;
y0t ¼ Gðz0; . . . ; zk ; y0; . . . ; yrÞ;
(
ð14Þ
to describe a pseudospherical (resp. spherical) surface, with oi given by (5), are
fi1; zj ¼ 0; fi1; yl ¼ 0; fi2; zk ¼ 0; fi2; yr ¼ 0;
14i43; 14j4k; 14l4r; ð15Þ
f11; z0 f11; y0
f21; z0 f21; y0


2
þ
f21; z0 f21; y0
f31; z0 f31; y0


2
þ
f31; z0 f31; y0
f11; z0 f11; y0


2
=0; ð16Þ
f11; z0 F  f11; y0Gþ B12 þ D12 þ f21f32  f22f31 ¼ 0; ð17Þ
f21; z0 F  f21; y0Gþ B22 þ D22  f11f32 þ f12f31 ¼ 0; ð18Þ
f31; z0F  f31; y0Gþ B32 þ D32  dðf11f22  f12f21Þ ¼ 0; ð19Þ
where
Bj2 ¼
Xk1
l¼0
fj2; zl zlþ1; Dj2 ¼
Xr1
l¼0
fj2; yl ylþ1; 14j43 ð20Þ
and d ¼ 1 (resp. d ¼ 1).
Proof. From the structure equations (3), we know that
Xk
i¼0
f11; zi dzi ^ dxþ
Xr
i¼0
f11; yi dyi ^ dxþ
Xk
i¼0
f12; zi dzi ^ dt
þ
Xr
i¼0
f12; yi dyi ^ dt þ ðf21f32  f22f31Þ dx^ dt ¼ 0; ð21Þ
Xk
i¼0
f21; zi dzi ^ dxþ
Xr
i¼0
f21; yi dyi ^ dxþ
Xk
i¼0
f22; zi dzi ^ dt
þ
Xr
i¼0
f22; yi dyi ^ dt þ ðf11f32 þ f12f31Þ dx^ dt ¼ 0; ð22Þ
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i¼0
f31; zi dzi ^ dxþ
Xr
i¼0
f31; yi dyi ^ dxþ
Xk
i¼0
f32; zi dzi ^ dt
þ
Xr
i¼0
f32; yi dyi ^ dt  dðf11f22  f12f21Þ dx^ dt ¼ 0: ð23Þ
Equations (15) and (17)–(19) are obtained just by substituting Eq. (7) into
(21)–(23). Finally, constraint (16) has to be satisﬁed; otherwise, system (14)
is not be necessary and sufﬁcient for (21)–(23) to hold. ]
We see from (16) that all three determinants
Z1 ¼
f21; z0 f21; y0
f31; z0 f31; y0

; Z2 ¼
f31; z0 f31; y0
f11; z0 f11; y0

; Z3 ¼
f11; z0 f11; y0
f21; z0 f21; y0


ð24Þ
cannot be identically zero. Therefore, there will be three cases in our
classiﬁcation of evolution systems describing p.s.s. and s.s., respectively. We
shall state the results for all three cases for p.s.s. (resp. s.s.) and give the
proofs only for the ﬁrst case, since the proofs of the remaining cases are
identical modulo sign changes and permutation of indices in the calculations.
Theorem 1. Let fij; 14i43; 14j42 be smooth functions of z0; . . . ; zk
and y0; . . . ; yr satisfying (15) and let Zi be the functions defined by (24). If
Z3=0; then an evolution system (14) describes p.s.s. (resp. s.s.) with associated
1-forms oi ¼ fi1 dxþ fi2 dt ð14i43Þ; if and only if,
z0t ¼
1
Z3
½f21; y0 ðB12 þ D12Þ  f11; y0 ðB22 þ D22Þ  f31ðf22f21; y0 þ f12f11; y0 Þ
þ f32ðf21f21; y0 þ f11f11; y0 Þ; ð25Þ
y0t ¼
1
Z3
½f21; z0 ðB12 þ D12Þ þ f11; z0 ðB22 þ D22Þ þ f31ðf22f21; z0 þ f12f11; z0 Þ
 f32ðf21f21; z0 þ f11f11; z0 Þ; ð26Þ
where Bi2;Di2 are given by (20), d ¼ 1 (resp. d ¼ 1) and fij satisfy the
equation
Z1ðB12 þ D12Þ þ Z2ðB22 þ D22Þ þ Z3ðB32 þ D32Þ þ Z1ðf21f32  f22f31Þ
þ Z2ðf11f32 þ f12f31Þ  dZ3ðf11f22  f12f21Þ ¼ 0: ð27Þ
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following equivalent form:
Z3F  ½f21; y0 ðB12 þ D12Þ  f11; y0 ðB22 þ D22Þ  f31ðf22f21; y0 þ f12f11; y0 Þ
þ f32ðf21f21; y0 þ f11f11; y0 Þ ¼ 0; ð28Þ
Z3G ½f21; z0 ðB12 þ D12Þ þ f11; z0 ðB22 þ D22Þ þ f31ðf22f21; z0 þ f12f11; z0 Þ
 f32ðf21f21; y0 þ f11f11; y0 Þ ¼ 0; ð29Þ
Z1ðB12 þ D12Þ þ Z2ðB22 þ D22Þ þ Z3ðB32 þ D32Þ þ Z1ðf21f32  f22f31Þ
þ Z2ðf11f32 þ f12f31Þ  dZ3ðf11f22  f12f21Þ ¼ 0: ð30Þ
Then the conclusion follows from (28)–(30) easily.
The converse is a straightforward computation. ]
Theorem 2. Let fij; 14i43; 14j42 be smooth functions of z0; . . . ; zk
and y0; . . . ; yr satisfying (15) and let Zi be the functions defined by (24).
If Z2=0; then an evolution system (14) describes p.s.s. (resp. s.s.), with
associated 1-forms oi ¼ fi1 dxþ fi2 dt ð14i43Þ; if and only if
z0t ¼
1
Z2
½ f11; y0 ðB32 þ D32Þ  f31; y0 ðB12 þ D12Þ þ f22ðdf11f11; y0 þ f31f31; y0 Þ
þ f21ðdf12f11; y0  f32f31; y0 Þ; ð31Þ
y0t ¼
1
Z2
½  f11; z0 ðB32 þ D32Þ þ f31; z0 ðB12 þ D12Þ þ f22ðdf11f11; z0  f31f31; z0 Þ
þ f21ðdf12f11; z0 þ f32f31; z0 Þ; ð32Þ
where Bi2;Di2 are given by (20), d ¼ 1 (resp. d ¼ 1) and fij satisfy the
equation
Z1ðB12 þ D12Þ þ Z2ðB22 þ D22Þ þ Z3ðB32 þ D32Þ þ Z1ðf21f32  f22f31Þ
þ Z2ðf11f32 þ f12f31Þ  dZ3ðf11f22  f12f21Þ ¼ 0:
Theorem 3. Let fij; 14i43; 14j42 be smooth functions of z0; . . . ; zk
and y0; . . . ; yr satisfying (15) and let Zi be the functions defined by (24). If
Z1=0; then an evolution system (14) describes p.s.s. (resp. s.s.), with associated
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z0t ¼
1
Z1
½f31; y0 ðB22 þ D22Þ  f21; y0 ðB32 þ D32Þ  f11ðf32f31; y0  df22f21; y0 Þ
þ f12ðf31f31; y0  df21f21; y0 Þ; ð33Þ
y0t ¼
1
Z1
½f31; z0 ðB22 þ D22Þ þ f21; z0 ðB32 þ D32Þ þ f11ðf32f31; z0  df22f21; z0 Þ
 f12ðf31f31; z0 þ df21f21; z0 Þ; ð34Þ
where Bi2;Di2 are given by (20), d ¼ 1 (resp. d ¼ 1) and fij satisfy the
equation
Z1ðB12 þ D12Þ þ Z2ðB22 þ D22Þ þ Z3ðB32 þ D32Þ þ Z1ðf21f32  f22f31Þ
þ Z2ðf11f32 þ f12f31Þ  dZ3ðf11f22  f12f21Þ ¼ 0:
We conclude this section by considering the Landau–Lifschitz equation,
which has attracted many authors’ attention in recent decades (see [7, 9,
13–15]) as a generalized form of the HF model. We will show that it has the
same geometric feature as the HF model described in Example 3.
Example 7. The Landau–Lifschitz equation, for a spin chain with an
easy plane, is given by
St ¼ S Sxx þ S JS; ð35Þ
where S ¼ ðs1ðx; tÞ; s2ðx; tÞ; s3ðx; tÞÞ 2 R3 satisﬁes s21 þ s
2
2 þ s
2
3 ¼ 1; and J is a
diagonal matrix,
J ¼ diagð0; 0;r2Þ
which characterizes the easy plane, r is a positive constant. The Lax pair for
this equation is given by (see [10])
O1 ¼
ims3 Zs
Z%s ims3
 !
; s ¼ s1  is2;
O2 ¼
i2Z2s3  imðs1s2x  s2s1x Þ 2Zmsþ iZðss3x  s3sxÞ
2Zm%s þ iZð%ss3x  s3 %sxÞ i2Z
2s3 þ imðs1s2x  s2s1x Þ
 !
;
where the parameters m and Z satisfy m2 ¼ Z2 þ r2: Note that (35) is a
differential system for two independent functions, say s1 and s2: This
differential system describes spherical surfaces, where oi; 14i43 are given
DING AND TENENBLAT196by (5) with
f11 ¼ 2Zs1; f21 ¼ 2ms3; f31 ¼ 2Zs2;
f12 ¼ 4Zms1 þ 2Zs2s3x  2Zs3s2x ; f22 ¼ 4Z
2s3  2ms1s2x þ 2ms2s1x ;
f32 ¼ 4Zms2 þ 2Zs1s3x  2Zs3s1x :
It is easy to see that, when r ¼ 0; these oi ð14i43Þ reduce just to those of
the HF model mentioned in Example 3 by ﬁxing m! Z and s1 ! s1;
s2 ! s2; s3 ! s3:
Example 8. Consider the Landau–Lifschitz equation (35) for the spin
chain with complete anisotropic, where J ¼ diagðJ1; J2; J3Þ is a diagonal
matrix (say, J3 > J2 > J1). The Lax pair is given by (see [15])
O1 ¼ i
X
a
waðZÞsasa;
O2 ¼ i
X
a;b;g
waðZÞsbsgxsaeabg þ i
X
a;b;g
wbðZÞwgðZÞsasajeabgj; ð36Þ
where sa ða ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ are Pauli matrices, eabg is the completely antisymmetric
tensor and waðZÞ are elliptic functions in the rectangle R ¼ fZ : jRe Zj42k;
jIm Zj42k0g;
w1ðZÞ ¼
r
snðZ; kÞ
; w2ðZÞ ¼
r dnðZ; kÞ
snðZ; kÞ
; w3ðZÞ ¼
r cnðZ; kÞ
snðZ; kÞ
;
k ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
J2  J1
J3  J1
r
; r ¼ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
J3  J1
p
:
One can see that this differential system describes spherical surfaces, where
oi; 14i43; are given by (5) with
f11 ¼ 2w1ðZÞs1; f21 ¼ 2w3ðZÞs3; f31 ¼ 2w2ðZÞs2;
f12 ¼ 4w2ðZÞw3ðZÞs1 þ 2w1ðZÞðs2s3x  s3s2x Þ;
f22 ¼ 4w1ðZÞw2ðZÞs3  2w3ðZÞðs1s2x  s2s1x Þ;
f32 ¼ 4w3ðZÞw1ðZÞs2  2w2ðZÞðs3s1x  s1s3x Þ:
Remark 1. Similarly, we can deﬁne the Minkowski–Landau–Lifschitz
equation from the Schr .odinger ﬂow of maps into H2 (see [6]) as follows:
St ¼ S ’Sxx þ S ’JS; ð37Þ
where S ¼ ðs1ðx; tÞ; s2ðx; tÞ; s3ðx; tÞÞ 2 R2þ1 satisfying s21 þ s
2
2  s
2
3 ¼ 1 with
s3 > 0 and J is a diagonal matrix with J35J25J1:
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existence of inﬁnite number of conservation laws and B.acklund transforma-
tions of the systems might also be discussed in a similar way to [5, 20].
However, we would like to pay special attention to classifying certain type of
differential systems describing Z-p.s.s. and Z-s.s. in the following section.
3. THEOREMS OF CLASSIFICATION
Motivated by the AKNS system, the notion of a differential equation
describing Z-p.s.s. was introduced by Chern and Tenenblat [5]. We say that a
differential equation describes an Z-p.s.s., if it describes a p.s.s. with f21 ¼ Z:
For such a differential equation, there is a one-parameter ðZÞ family of linear
problems for which the equation is the integrability condition and one may
hope to solve it by inverse scattering techniques (see [1, 2, 5]). Similarly, we
should have the same notion for a differential system describing Z-p.s.s. or
Z-s.s. That is, a differential system describes an Z-p.s.s. (resp. Z-s.s.) if it
describes a p.s.s. (resp. s.s.) with either f11 ¼ Z; f21 ¼ Z or f31 ¼ Z: We see
from Examples 1 and 2 that the NLSþ describes Z-s.s. and the NLS
describes Z-p.s.s., respectively. By the transformation *o1 ¼ o2; *o2 ¼ o1
and *o3 ¼ o3; we can transfer the case of f11 ¼ Z into the case of f21 ¼ Z:
So there are essentially two classes of Z-p.s.s. (resp. Z-s.s.). One class, which
we call class one, with f31 ¼ Z: Another class, which we call class two, with
f21 ¼ Z: We also observe that the property of describing an Z-p.s.s. (resp.
Z-s.s.) is not preserved by a change of independent variables in general,
although the property of describing a p.s.s. (resp. s.s.) is preserved under
such change of variables. Moreover, it does not exclude the possibility of the
differential systems and their corresponding fij to depend on Z: Hence we
are interested in differential systems describing Z-p.s.s. (resp. Z-s.s.) which
are independent of the parameter Z; although their corresponding fij may
depend on Z: One of the important problems in this respect is, of course, to
determine all such differential systems of certain type describing Z-p.s.s
(resp. Z-s.s.), and this is what will be done in this section.
A series of classiﬁcation theorems of scalar differential equations of
certain type describing Z-p.s.s. was given in [5, 17, 18]. In this section,
motivated by the nonlinear Schr .odinger equation in Examples 1 and 2, we
shall ﬁrst classify all such differential systems of the form
ut ¼ vxx þ H11ðu; vÞux þ H12ðu; vÞvx þ H13ðu; vÞ;
vt ¼ uxx þ H21ðu; vÞux þ H22ðu; vÞvx þ H23ðu; vÞ;
(
ð38Þ
where Hij ð14i42; 14j43Þ are some functions of u and v:
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some real constants g3 and g4; all the differential systems of form (38), which
describe Z-p.s.s. (resp. Z-s.s.) of class one (i.e., with f31 ¼ Z), are
ut ¼ vxx þ dg½ðu2 þ v2Þux þ aux þ dsðu
2 þ v2Þvþ bv;
vt ¼ uxx þ dg½ðu2 þ v2Þvx þ avx  dsðu
2 þ v2Þu bu;
(
ð39Þ
where d ¼ 1 (resp. d ¼ 1Þ; a; b; g and s are constants such that s50 if
g ¼ 0: Moreover, (39) is the integrability condition of the linear problem
fx ¼ O1f; ft ¼ O2f;
where
O1 ¼
1
2
Qv Qu Z
Quþ Z Qv
 !
;
O2 ¼
1
2
QðSvþ uxÞ QðSu vxÞ  ZS  b sðu2 þ v2Þ
QðSu vxÞ þ ZS þ bþ sðu2 þ v2Þ QðSvþ uxÞ
 !
if d ¼ 1; and
O1 ¼
1
2
iQv Quþ iZ
Quþ iZ iQv
 !
;
O2 ¼
1
2
iQðux þ SvÞ Aþ iB
Aþ iB iQðux þ SvÞ
 !
if d ¼ 1; in which Q ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ðguþ sÞ
p
; S ¼ Zþ aþ dgðu2 þ v2Þ; A ¼ Qðvx þ
SuÞ and B ¼ ZS þ b sðu2 þ v2Þ:
Proof. We shall use the notation introduced in Section 2. For any
differential system of type (2) with k ¼ r ¼ 2 describing Z-p.s.s. (resp. Z-s.s.)
of class one, it follows from Lemma 1 that fi1 ¼ fi1ðZ; z0; y0Þ ði ¼ 1; 2Þ; f31
¼ Z and fi2 ¼ fi2ðZ; z0; z1; y0; y1Þ ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ; which implies that Z1 ¼ Z2 ¼ 0
and Z3=0: Hence, we have
Bi2 ¼ fi2z0 z1 þ fi2z1 z2; Di2 ¼ fi2y0y1 þ fi2y1y2: ð40Þ
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follows:
z0t ¼
1
Z3
½ðf21y0f12z1  f11y0f22z1 Þz2 þ ðf21y0f12y1  f11y0f22y1 Þy2
þ ðf21y0f12z0  f11y0f22z0 Þz1 þ ðf21y0f12y0  f11y0f22y0 Þy1
 ðf22f21y0 þ f12f11y0 Þf31 þ ðf21f21y0 þ f11f11y0 Þf32; ð41Þ
y0t ¼
1
Z3
½ðf21z0f12z1 þ f11z0f22z1 Þz2 þ ðf21z0f12y1 þ f11z0f22y1 Þy2
þ ðf21z0f12z0 þ f11z0f22z0 Þz1 þ ðf21z0f12y0 þ f11z0f22y0 Þy1
þ ðf22f21z0 þ f12f11z0 Þf31  ðf21f21z0 þ f11f11z0 Þf32; ð42Þ
0 ¼ f32z1 z2 þ f32y1y2 þ f32z0 z1 þ f32y0y1 þ dðf11f22 þ f21f12Þ: ð43Þ
The requirement of the differential systems to be of form (38) implies that
f21y0f12z1  f11y0f22z1 ¼ 0;
f21z0f12z1 þ f11z0f22z1 ¼ Z3;
(
f21y0f12y1  f11y0f22y1 ¼ Z3;
f21z0f12y1 þ f11z0f22y1 ¼ 0:
(
Since Z3=0; the unique solutions of the above equations are
f12z1 ¼ f11y0 ; f22z1 ¼ f21y0 ; ð44Þ
f12y1 ¼ f11z0 ; f22y1 ¼ f21z0 : ð45Þ
From (43), we obtain
f32z1 ¼ 0; f32y1 ¼ 0: ð46Þ
Thus, it follows from (44)–(46) that
f12 ¼ f11y0 z1  f11z0y1 þ l12;
f22 ¼ f21y0 z1  f21z0y1 þ l22;
f32 ¼ l32
8><
>: ð47Þ
for some functions li2 ¼ li2ðZ; z0; y0Þ ð14i43Þ which depend only on Z; z0
and y0: From (47) and (43), we see that
l32z0 ¼ dðf11f21y0  f21f11y0 Þ;
l32y0 ¼ dðf11f21z0  f21f11z0 Þ
(
ð48Þ
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f11l22 ¼ f21l12: ð49Þ
The integrability condition of (48) yields
f11ðf21z0z0 þ f21y0y0 Þ ¼ f21ðf11z0z0 þ f11y0y0 Þ: ð50Þ
It follows from (47), (41) and (42), since all the coefﬁcients of z21; z1y1 and y
2
1
in (41) and (42) must vanish, that
f21y0f11z0y0  f11y0f21z0y0 ¼ 0;
f21z0f11z0y0 þ f11z0f21z0y0 ¼ 0;
(
f21y0 ðf11z0z0  f11y0y0 Þ þ f11y0 ðf21z0z0  f21y0y0 Þ ¼ 0;
f21z0 ðf11z0z0  f11y0y0 Þ  f11z0 ðf21z0z0  f21y0y0 Þ ¼ 0:
(
The above equations have the following unique solutions:
f11z0y0 ¼ 0; f21z0y0 ¼ 0;
f11z0z0  f11y0y0 ¼ 0; f21z0z0  f21y0y0 ¼ 0:
Therefore, we obtain
f11 ¼ az20 þ ay
2
0 þ a1z0 þ b1y0 þ c1;
f21 ¼ bz20 þ by
2
0 þ a2z0 þ b2y0 þ c2;
(
where a1; a2; b1; b2; c1 and c2 are some constants depending on Z: It is not
difﬁcult to see from (50) that a ¼ b ¼ 0: Therefore
f11 ¼ a1z0 þ b1y0 þ c1; f21 ¼ a2z0 þ b2y0 þ c2; ð51Þ
and from (47) and (48) we have
f12 ¼ b1z1  a1y1 þ l12; f22 ¼ b2z1  a2y1 þ l22 ð52Þ
and
l32 ¼ d½12ða1b2  a2b1Þðz
2
0 þ y
2
0Þ þ ðc1b2  c2b1Þz0
þ ða1c2  a2c1Þy0 þ CðZÞ ð53Þ
for some constant CðZÞ depending on Z:
We must require that all the coefﬁcients in z1; y1 and the constant terms in
the right-hand side of (41) and (42) are independent of Z; i.e. the following
expressions
1
Z3
½f21y0 l12z0  f11y0 l22z0  Zðf21y0f21y0 þ f11y0f11y0 Þ; ð54Þ
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Z3
½f21y0 l12y0  f11y0 l22y0 þ Zðf21z0f21y0 þ f11z0f11y0 Þ; ð55Þ
1
Z3
½f21z0 l12z0 þ f11z0 l22z0 þ Zðf21y0f21z0 þ f11y0f11z0 Þ; ð56Þ
1
Z3
½f21z0 l12y0 þ f11z0 l22y0  Zðf21z0f21z0 þ f11z0f11z0 Þ; ð57Þ
1
Z3
½ðl22f21y0 þ l12f11y0 ÞZþ ðf21f21y0 þ f11f11y0 Þl32; ð58Þ
1
Z3
½ðl22f21z0 þ l12f11z0 ÞZ ðf21f21z0 þ f11f11z0 Þl32 ð59Þ
do not depend on Z: In what follows, we shall use these facts to determine
f2j ð j ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ explicitly.
First of all, note that (49) is equivalent to the existence of a function
p ¼ pðZ; z0; y0Þ (since f11f21=0) such that
l12 ¼ pf11; l22 ¼ pf21: ð60Þ
It follows from (60), that (58) and (59) are equivalent to saying that
ðZp þ l32Þ
ða1b1 þ a2b2Þz0 þ ðb22 þ b
2
1Þy0 þ c2b2 þ c1b1
a1b2  a2b1
ð61Þ
and
ðZp  l32Þ
ða21 þ a
2
2Þz0 þ ða1b1 þ a2b2Þy0 þ c1a1 þ c2a2
a1b2  a2b1
are independent of Z respectively, which implies that
ða1b1 þ a2b2Þz0 þ ðb22 þ b
2
1Þy0 þ c2b2 þ c1b1
ða21 þ a
2
2Þz0 þ ða1b1 þ a2b2Þy0 þ c1a1 þ c2a2
is independent of Z: Let the ﬁrst derivative of the above expression with
respect to Z be 0: Then we have
a1b1 þ a2b2 ¼ g1ða
2
1 þ a
2
2Þ; ð62Þ
b21 þ b
2
2 ¼ g2ða
2
1 þ a
2
2Þ; ð63Þ
c1a1 þ c2a2 ¼ g3ða
2
1 þ a
2
2Þ; ð64Þ
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2
1 þ a
2
2Þ; ð65Þ
where gi ð14i44Þ are constants which do not depend on Z:
Next, by substituting expressions (51) for f11 and f21; into Eqs. (54)–(57)
we conclude that the following expressions
1
a1b2  a2b1
½b2l12z0  b1l22z0  Zðb
2
2 þ b
2
1Þ;
1
a1b2  a2b1
½b2l12y0  b1l22y0 þ Zða1b1 þ a2b2Þ;
1
a1b2  a2b1
½a2l12z0 þ a1l22z0 þ Zða1b1 þ a2b2Þ;
1
a1b2  a2b1
½a2l12y0 þ a1l22y0  Zða
2
1 þ a
2
2Þ
are functions of z0 and y0 which are independent of Z: Therefore, we have
l12 ¼ ðb2z0  a2y0ÞZþ b1hþ a1gþ *gðZÞ; ð66Þ
l22 ¼ ðb1z0 þ a1y0ÞZþ b2hþ a2gþ *hðZÞ; ð67Þ
where *hðZÞ and *gðZÞ depend on Z: Substituting (66) and (67) into (49), we
have
½ða1b1 þ a2b2Þðz20  y
2
0 Þ þ ðb
2
1 þ b
2
2  a
2
1  a
2
2Þz0y0
þ ðc1b1 þ c2b2Þz0  ðc1a1 þ c2a2Þy0Z
¼ ða1b2  a2b1Þðz0h y0gÞ þ ðc1b2  c2b1Þh
þ ðc1a2  c2a1Þgþ ða1 *h  a2 *gÞz0 þ ðb1 *h  b2 *gÞy0  c2 *g þ c1 *h: ð68Þ
Taking the second derivatives with respect to z0 and y0 on both sides of (68),
we have
2ða1b1 þ a2b2ÞZ
¼ Z3ðz0h y0gÞz0z0 þ ðc1b2  c2b1Þhz0z0 þ ðc1a2  c2a1Þgz0z0 ; ð69Þ
 2ða1b1 þ a2b2ÞZ
¼ Z3ðz0h y0gÞy0y0 þ ðc1b2  c2b1Þhy0y0 þ ðc1a2  c2a1Þgy0y0 ; ð70Þ
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2
2  a
2
1  a
2
2ÞZ
¼ Z3ðz0h y0gÞz0y0 þ ðc1b2  c2b1Þhz0y0 þ ðc1a2  c2a1Þgz0y0 : ð71Þ
From (62)–(65) we have
b1 c1
b2 c2
 !
¼
b2 a2
b1 a1
 !
g1 g3
g2 g4
 !
ða21 þ a
2
2Þ=Z3: ð72Þ
Multiplying (72) on the left by the matrix
a2 a1
c2 c1
 
; we conclude that
Z3 ¼ a1b2  a2b1 ¼ ðg21 þ g2Þða
2
1 þ a
2
2Þ
2=Z3; ð73Þ
c1a2  c2a1 ¼ ðg3g1  g4ÞZ3=ðg2  g
2
1Þ; ð74Þ
c1b2  c2b1 ¼ ðg3g2  g4g1ÞZ3=ðg2  g
2
1Þ: ð75Þ
It follows that Z23 ¼ ðg
2
1 þ g2Þða
2
1 þ a
2
2Þ
2; which implies g2  g
2
1 > 0: A useful
consequence of (72) and (73) is that
Zp  l32 is independent of Z: ð76Þ
This follows from (62)–(65) and the fact that expression (61) is independent
of Z:
From (74), (75), (69) and (71), we obtain
2
a1b1 þ a2b2
Z3
Z ¼ ðz0h y0gÞz0z0 þ
g3g2  g4g1
g2  g21
hz0z0 þ
g3g1  g4
g2  g21
gz0z0 ; ð77Þ
b21 þ b
2
2  a
2
1  a
2
2
Z3
Z ¼ ðz0h y0gÞz0y0 þ
g3g2  g4g1
g2  g21
hz0y0 þ
g3g1  g4
g2  g21
gz0y0 :
ð78Þ
Since the right-hand sides of (77) and (78) are independent of Z; it follows
that
g1 ¼ 0; g2 ¼ 1: ð79Þ
Now we should give a summary of the constant coefﬁcients ai; bi and
ci ði ¼ 1; 2Þ appearing in (51) before going on with further discussion.
Without loss of generality (one may refer to the transformation *o1 ¼
o2; *o2 ¼ o1 and *o3 ¼ o3 mentioned before), we may assume a1=0 and
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second equations of (79) yield b1 ¼ cb2 and b2 ¼ d0a1 respectively, where
d20 ¼ 1: From (72), we have c1 ¼ ðg3  g4cd0Þa1 and c2 ¼ ðg3cþ g4d0Þa1:
Substituting the above relations into (68), after taking the ﬁrst derivative
with respect to Z; we have
*h ¼ c2d0Zþ s1b2 þ s2a2; ð80Þ
*g ¼ c1d0Zþ s1b1 þ s2a1 ð81Þ
for some constants si ði ¼ 1; 2Þ not depending on Z: From (80) and (81) and
(60), with the aid of (51), (66) and (67), a straightforward computation
shows that
p ¼ d0Zþ
d0cðhþ s1Þ þ gþ s2
z0  d0cy0 þ g3  g4cd0
¼ d0Zþ
d0ðhþ s1Þ þ cðgþ s2Þ
cz0 þ d0y0 þ g3cþ g4d0
; ð82Þ
which yields
ðz0 þ g3Þðf þ s1Þ ¼ ðy0 þ g4Þðgþ s2Þ: ð83Þ
Therefore, we have
p ¼ d0Zþ
gþ s2
z0 þ g3
: ð84Þ
We would like to point out that the second term on the (last equality) right-
hand side of (84) is independent of Z: This is an important fact for us to
deduce the explicit expression for fij: Now, replacing z0 þ g3 by z0 and
y0 þ g4 by y0; it follows from (51)–(53), (66), (67) and (84) that
f11 ¼ ðz0  d0cy0Þa1; f21 ¼ ðcz0 þ d0y0Þa1; ð85Þ
f12 ¼ ½ðd0z0  cy0ÞZ d0cðhþ s1Þ þ ðgþ s2Þ  cd0z1  y1a1; ð86Þ
f22 ¼ ½ðd0cz0 þ y0ÞZþ d0ðhþ s1Þ þ cðgþ s2Þ þ d0z1  cy1a1; ð87Þ
f32 ¼ l32 ¼
d
2
ðz20 þ y
2
0 Þd0a
2
1ð1þ c
2Þ þ CðZÞ; ð88Þ
l12=f11 ¼ l21=f22 ¼ p ¼ d0Zþ F; ð89Þ
where F ¼ ðgþ s2Þ=z0 ¼ ðhþ s1Þ=y0 is a function which is independent of Z:
It is very easy to verify that a differential system of form (38) is invariant
under the transformation z0 þ g3 ! z0; y0 þ g4 ! y0 for arbitrary constants
g3 and g4: So there is no loss of generality in considering these
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Zp  l32 ¼ d0Z2 þ FZ
dd0
2
ðz20 þ y
2
0Þa
2
1ð1þ c
2Þ  CðZÞ ¼ C ð90Þ
for some function C which is independent of Z: The second derivative of (90)
with respect to Z implies that
CðZÞ ¼ d0Z2 þ aZþ b and a21ð1þ c
2Þ ¼ gZþ s;
where a; b; g and s are constants that are independent of Z and s50 if
g ¼ 0: Hence
F ¼
dd0
2
ðz20 þ y
2
0Þgþ a;
C ¼ 
dd0
2
ðz20 þ y
2
0 Þs b:
The parameter c does not appear in the differential system; therefore for
simplicity, we consider c ¼ 0 from now on. From the above expressions for
CðZÞ; a1; F and C and (84)–(89), we have
f11 ¼ ðgZþ sÞ
1=2z0; f21 ¼ d0ðgZþ sÞ
1=2y0; f31 ¼ Z;
f12 ¼ ðgZþ sÞ
1=2y1 þ d0Zþ d
d0
2
ðz20 þ y
2
0 Þgþ a
 
ðgZþ sÞ1=2z0;
f22 ¼ d0ðgZþ sÞ
1=2z1 þ d0Zþ d
d0
2
ðz20 þ y
2
0 Þgþ a
 
d0ðgZþ sÞ
1=2y0;
f32 ¼ d
d0
2
ðz20 þ y
2
0ÞðgZþ sÞ þ d0Z
2 þ aZþ b:
The corresponding differential systems are as follows:
z0t ¼ y2 þ d
gd0
2
½ðz20 þ y
2
0Þz0x þ az1 þ d
s
2
ðz20 þ y
2
0 Þy0 þ bd0y0;
y0t ¼ z2 þ d
gd0
2
½ðz20 þ y
2
0Þy0x þ ay1  d
s
2
ðz20 þ y
2
0Þz0  bd0z0:
8><
>: ð91Þ
Renaming s
2
by s and g
2
by g; since g and b are arbitrary constants we
may assume d0 ¼ 1; (91) is reduced to (39). This completes the proof of
Theorem 4. ]
Theorem 5.
(i) There are no differential systems of form (38) describing Z-p.s.s. of
class two (i.e. with f21 ¼ Z).
(ii) Up to a transformation of type uþ g3 ! u; vþ g4 ! v for some real
constants g3 and g4; all the differential systems of form (38), which describe
DING AND TENENBLAT206Z-s.s. of class two (i.e. with f21 ¼ Z), are
ut ¼ vxx þ g½ðu2 þ v2Þux  aux  sðu
2 þ v2Þv bv;
vt ¼ uxx þ g½ðu2 þ v2Þvx þ avx þ sðu
2 þ v2Þuþ bu;
(
ð92Þ
where a; b; g and s are real constants such that s50 if g ¼ 0:
Proof. We shall use the notation introduced in Theorems 2 and 4.
Consider a differential system of type (2) with k ¼ r ¼ 2 which describes
Z-p.s.s. (resp. Z-s.s.) of class two. It follows from Lemma 1 that fi1 ¼
fi1ðZ; z0; y0Þ ði ¼ 1; 3Þ; f21 ¼ Z; fi2 ¼ fi2ðZ; z0; z1; y0; y1Þ ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ: Hence
the determinants deﬁned in (24) Z1 ¼ Z3 ¼ 0; Z2=0 and
Bi2 ¼ fi2z0 z1 þ fi2z1 z2; Di2 ¼ fi2y0y1 þ fi2y1y2:
With the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4, under the restriction
that the differential systems are of from (38), by using (31), (32) and (27), we
similarly have
f11 ¼ a1ðZÞz0 þ b1ðZÞy0 þ c1ðZÞ;
f21 ¼ Z;
f31 ¼ a3ðZÞz0 þ b3ðZÞy0 þ c3ðZÞ;
ð93Þ
where aiðZÞ; biðZÞ and ciðZÞ ði ¼ 1; 3Þ are constants depending only on Z;
f12 ¼ b1z1  a1y1 þ l12;
f22 ¼ l22;
f32 ¼ b3z1  a3y1 þ l32
8><
>: ð94Þ
and
f11l32 ¼ f31l12; i:e: there exists p such that l32 ¼ pf31; l12 ¼ pf11;
ð95Þ
in which li2 ð14i43Þ are functions of z0; y0 which may depend on Z: From
(93), (94), (31) and (32), we obtain
z0t ¼  y2 þ
1
Z2
f½b1l32z0  b3l12z0 þ Zðdb
2
1  b
2
3Þz1
þ ½b1l32y0  b3l12y0 þ Zðda1b1 þ a3b3Þy1
þ ðpZ l22Þ½ðda1b1  a3b3Þz0 þ ðdb21  b
2
3Þy0 þ db1c1  b3c3g; ð96Þ
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1
Z2
f½a1l32z0 þ a3l12z0 þ Zðda1b1 þ a3b3Þz1
þ ½a1l32y0 þ a3l12y0 þ Zðda
2
1  a
2
3Þy1
þ ðpZþ l22Þ½ðda21  a
2
3Þz0 þ ðda1b1  a3b3Þy0 þ da1c1  a3c3g: ð97Þ
Similar to the proof of Theorem 4, the requirement of the constant terms in
(96) and (97) to be independent of Z leads to
da1b1  a3b3 ¼ g1ðda
2
1  a
2
3Þ;
db21  b
2
3 ¼ g2ðda
2
1  a
2
3Þ;
db1c1  b3c3 ¼ g4ðda
2
1  a
2
3Þ;
da1c1  a3c3 ¼ g3ðda
2
1  a
2
3Þ:
8>><
>>:
Here we have assumed that da21  a
2
3=0 (otherwise, we may replace it by
db21  b
2
3 in the above relations), which implies that
Z22 ¼ dðg
2
1  g2Þðda
2
1  a
2
3Þ
2 ð98Þ
and
b3c1  c3b1 ¼
g2g3  g1g4
g21  g2
Z2; a3c1  c3a1 ¼
g1g3  g4
g21  g2
Z2: ð99Þ
On the other hand, the requirement of the coefﬁcients of z1 and y1 in (96)
and (97) to be independent of Z yields
l12 ¼ ðb3z0 þ a3y0ÞZþ b1hþ a1gþ *gðZÞ;
l32 ¼ ðb1z0 þ a1y0ÞZdþ b3hþ a3gþ *hðZÞ
(
ð100Þ
for some functions h and g not depending on Z and some constants *hðZÞ and
*gðZÞ depending on Z: From Eqs. (100) and (95), using (99), with the same
argument as in the proof of Theorem 4, we obtain
da1b1  a3b3 ¼ 0; db21  b
2
3 ¼ da
2
1  a
2
3; i:e: g1 ¼ 0; g2 ¼ 1: ð101Þ
Now, it follows from (101) and (98) that
Z22 ¼ dðda
2
1  a
2
3Þ
2;
which holds only when d ¼ 1: This proves that there are no differential
systems of form (38) describing Z-p.s.s. of class two. When d ¼ 1; a
straightforward calculation shows that all the differential systems of form
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z0t ¼ y2 þ
d0g
2
½ðz20 þ y
2
0 Þz0x  az1 
s
2
ðz20 þ y
2
0Þy0  bd0y0;
y0t ¼ z2 þ
d0g
2
½ðz20 þ y
2
0Þy0x þ ay1 þ
s
2
ðz20 þ y
2
0Þz0 þ bd0z0;
8><
>:
where d0 ¼ 1; a; b; g and s are constants (one can also refer to the
transformation *o1 ¼ o1; *o2 ¼ o3; *o3 ¼ o2 in this case). Since the
constants a; b; g and s are arbitrary, by renaming the constants, we get
(92). This completes the proof of Theorem 5. ]
Remark 2. Since differential system (92) in Theorem 5 is in fact system
(39) with d ¼ 1 in Theorem 4, we only need to discuss (39). Differential
system (39) is a four-parameter family of systems which describe Z-p.s.s.
(resp. Z-s.s.) when d ¼ 1 (resp. d ¼ 1). Particular cases of this family are:
(i) Linear systems ðg ¼ s ¼ 0Þ
ut ¼ vxx þ aux þ bv;
vt ¼ uxx þ avx  bu;
(
or iðqt  aqxÞ þ qxx  bq ¼ 0:
(ii) The nonlinear Schr .odinger equation ða ¼ b ¼ g ¼ 0; d ¼ 1;
s50Þ (NLS)
ut ¼ vxx  dsðu2 þ v2Þv;
vt ¼ uxx þ dsðu2 þ v2Þu;
(
or iqt þ qxx þ dsjqj2q ¼ 0:
(iii) The derivative nonlinear Schr .odinger equation ða ¼ b ¼ s ¼ 0Þ
(DNLS) [8]
ut ¼ vxx þ dg½ðu2 þ v2Þux;
vt ¼ uxx þ dg½ðu2 þ v2Þvx;
(
or iqt þ qxx  idgðjqj2qÞx ¼ 0:
(iv) The mixed NLS–DNLS equation ða ¼ b ¼ 0; g=0; s=0Þ [21]
ut ¼ vxx þ dg½ðu2 þ v2Þux þ dsðu
2 þ v2Þv;
vt ¼ uxx þ dg½ðu2 þ v2Þvx  dsðu
2 þ v2Þu;
(
or
iqt þ qxx  idgðjqj2qÞx  dsjqj
2q ¼ 0:
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differential systems describing Z-p.s.s. (resp. Z-s.s.), namely
iqt þ qxx  idgðjqj2qÞx  iaqx  dsjqj
2q bq ¼ 0:
Remark 3. It follows from Theorems 4 and 5 that the NLSþ describes
only Z-s.s. both classes one and two, while the NLS describes only Z-p.s.s.
of class one. In contrast, however, it is interesting to see that the derivative
nonlinear Schr .odinger equation (DNLS) has a different geometric character.
That is, the DNLSþ or the DNLS not only describes Z-p.s.s., but also
describes Z-s.s. For example, from Theorem 4, the DNLS
ut ¼ vxx þ 2½ðu2 þ v2Þux;
vt ¼ uxx þ 2½ðu2 þ v2Þvx
(
describes Z-p.s.s. (resp. Z-s.s.), where the 1-forms oi; 14i43 are given by
(5) with
f11 ¼ 2Z1=2u; f21 ¼ 2dZ1=2v; f31 ¼ Z;
f12 ¼ 2Z1=2ðvx þ ½dZþ 2ðu2 þ v2ÞuÞ;
f22 ¼ 2Z1=2ðdux þ d½dZþ 2ðz20 þ y
2
0ÞvÞ;
f32 ¼ 2ðu2 þ v2ÞZþ dZ2
and d ¼ 1 (resp. d ¼ 1).
Next, we classify all the nontrivial differential systems of type (2) with
k ¼ r ¼ 1 describing Z-surfaces of nonzero constant curvature. A trivial
differential system of type (2) with k ¼ r ¼ 1 means that, under a linear
transformation of the variables t and x; all the coefﬁcients of z1 and y1 vanish
simultaneously.
Theorem 6. (i) There are no differential systems of type (2) with k ¼ r ¼
1 describing Z-p.s.s. (resp. Z-s.s.) of class one.
(ii) All the nontrivial differential systems of type (2) with k ¼ r ¼ 1
describing Z-p.s.s. (resp. Z-s.s.) of class two are as follows:
ut ¼
1
D
½ðDp  puPcvÞux  pvPcvvx þ dðp  aÞPv;
vt ¼
1
D
½puPcuux þ ðDp þ pvPcuÞvx  dðp  aÞPu;
8><
>: ð102Þ
where d ¼ 1 (resp. 1Þ; a is a constant, p; P and c are arbitrary functions of
u and v such that p is not a constant, p=a pointwise and D ¼ Pvcu  Pucv
DING AND TENENBLAT210does not vanish. Moreover, (102) is the integrability condition of the linear
problem
fx ¼ O1f; ft ¼ O2f;
where
O1 ¼
1
2
Z PeZc
PeZc Z
 !
; O2 ¼
1
2
Za pPeZc
pPeZc Za
 !
if d ¼ 1; and
O1 ¼
1
2
iZ PeiZc
PeiZc iZ
 !
; O2 ¼
1
2
iZa pPeiZc
pPeiZc iZa
 !
if d ¼ 1:
Proof. (i) For a system of type (2) with k ¼ r ¼ 1 describing Z-p.s.s.
(resp. Z-s.s.) of class one, we have fij ¼ fijðZ; z0;w0Þ ð14i43; 14j42Þ;
f31 ¼ Z and the corresponding determinants (24) are Z1 ¼ Z2 ¼ 0; Z3=0
from Lemma 1. It follows from (27) that
f11f22  f12f21 ¼ 0;
which is a contradiction to the requirement that the metric is nondegenerate.
Therefore, there exist no such systems.
(ii) In this case, we have that fij ¼ fijðZ; z0; y0Þ with f21 ¼ Z; and the
corresponding determinants (24) are Z1 ¼ Z3 ¼ 0; Z2=0: Substituting these
relations into (31), (32) and (27), we see that
f22 ¼ c ¼ cðZÞ and f11f32 ¼ f31f12 ð103Þ
and
z0t ¼
1
Z2
½ðf11y0f32z0  f31y0f12z0 Þz1 þ ðf11y0f32y0  f31y0f12y0 Þy1
þ ðZp  cðZÞÞðdf11f11y0  f31f31y0 Þ; ð104Þ
y0t ¼
1
Z2
½ðf11z0f32z0 þ f31z0f12z0 Þz1 þ ðf11z0f32y0 þ f31z0f12y0 Þy1
þ ðZp þ cðZÞÞðdf11f11z0  f31f31z0 Þ: ð105Þ
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(103). From the requirement of the constant terms and the coefﬁcients of z1
and y1 in (104) and (105) being independent of Z; we have
ðZp  cÞ
df11f11y0  f31f31y0
Z2
;
ðZp þ cÞ
df11f11z0  f31f31z0
Z2
are independent of Z ð106Þ
and
pz0ðf11y0f31  f31y0f11Þ ¼ ðA pÞZ2;
pz0ðf11z0f31 þ f31z0f11Þ ¼ BZ2;
py0 ðf11y0f31  f31y0f11Þ ¼ CZ2;
py0 ðf11z0f31 þ f31z0f11Þ ¼ ðD pÞZ2;
8>>><
>>>:
ð107Þ
where A; B; C and D are Z-independent functions of z0 and y0: From (107),
we obtain
py0 ðA pÞ ¼ pz0C; py0B ¼ pz0ðD pÞ; ðA pÞðD pÞ ¼ BC:
ð108Þ
The third equation of (108) implies that p is an Z-independent function.
Furthermore, p is not a constant. Notice that the general solution to the ﬁrst
two equations of (108) is
A ¼ p þ pz0Q1; C ¼ py0Q1; D ¼ p þ py0Q2; B ¼ pz0Q2;
in which Q1 and Q2 are Z-independent functions, deﬁned by
Q1 ¼
f11y0f31  f31y0f11
Z2
; Q2 ¼
f11z0f31 þ f31z0f11
Z2
: ð109Þ
It follows from (109) that
f11 ¼ Q1f11z0 þ Q2f11y0 ; f31 ¼ Q1f31z0 þ Q2f31y0 : ð110Þ
As a consequence of (110) we have
Q2ðf11f11y0  f31f31y0 Þ ¼ Q1ðdf11f11z0  f31f31z0 Þ þ df
2
11  f
2
31;
which implies, combining it with the implication of (106):
df11f11y0f31f31y0
df11f11z0f31f31z0
is
independent of Z; that
df 211  f
2
31 is independent of Z: ð111Þ
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function h: On the other hand, from (109) again, we have
f11y0z0f31  f31y0z0f11 ¼ ðQ1z0  1ÞZ2 þ Q1Z2z0;
 f11z0y0f31 þ f31z0y0f11 ¼ ðQ2y0  1ÞZ2 þ Q2Z2y0;
which imply that Q1Z2z0 þ Q2Z2y0 þ ðQ1z0 þ Q1y0  2ÞZ2 ¼ 0: Replacing
Z2 ¼ ðZp  cÞh into this equality, we see that cðZÞ ¼ aZ for a constant a
and hence Z2 ¼ ZH for H ¼ ðp  aÞh which is independent of Z:
Without loss of generality, we consider f 211  f
2
31 ¼ P
2 (we will get the
same conclusion when f 211  f
2
31 ¼ P
2) (resp. f 211  f
2
31 ¼ P
2), where
P=0 is independent of Z from (111). Since f11 and f31 satisfy (110), it is easy
to verify that P satisﬁes P ¼ Q1Pz0 þ Q2Py0 ; which implies that P= const.
Furthermore, we see that f11 ¼ P cosh y (resp. f11 ¼ P cos y) and f31 ¼
P sinh y (resp. f31 ¼ P sin y) for some Z-dependent function y: Substituting
this expression of f11 (or f31) into Eq. (110), by using P ¼ Q1Pz0 þ Q2Py0 ;
then the restriction on y reads
Q1yz0 þ Q2yy0 ¼ 0:
From Z2 ¼ P ðPy0yz0  Pz0yy0Þ ¼
yz0
Q2
P 2 ¼ 
yy0
Q1
P 2; we obtain that yz0
¼ ZQ2H=P 2 and yy0 ¼ ZQ1H=P
2: Hence y ¼ Zc; for a nonconstant Z-
independent function c: Finally, we have that P ; c and p are arbitrary
functions of z0; y0 such that Py0cz0  Pz0cy0=0: Moreover,
f11 ¼ P cosh Zc ðresp: P cos ZcÞ; f31 ¼ P sinh Zc ðresp: P sin ZcÞ;
f21 ¼ Z; f12 ¼ pf11; f22 ¼ Za; f32 ¼ pf31;
in which, the requirement of o1 ^ o2=0 leads to p=a in the domain of z0
and y0: Since
Q1 ¼ 
Pcy0
Py0cz0  Pz0cy0
; Q2 ¼
Pcz0
Py0cz0  Pz0cy0
; Z2 ¼ PZðPy0cz0  Pz0cy0Þ;
we conclude that the corresponding differential system is just (102). This
completes the proof of Theorem 6. ]
We conclude this section with an application of this theorem.
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considering
f11 ¼ v cosh Zu; f31 ¼ v sinh Zu;
f21 ¼ Z; f12 ¼ ðu2 þ v2Þf11; f22 ¼ Z; f32 ¼ ðu2 þ v2Þf31;
we get D ¼ 1 and the ﬁrst-order differential system describing Z-p.s.s. is
given by
ut ¼ ðu2 þ v2Þux þ u2 þ v2 þ 1;
vt ¼ 2uvux þ ðu2 þ 3v2Þvx:
(
It follows from the expressions of fij that this system is the integrability
condition of the linear system
fx ¼
1
2
Z veZu
veZu Z
 !
f; ft ¼
1
2
Z ðu2 þ v2ÞveZu
ðu2 þ v2ÞveZu Z
 !
f:
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